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FACE THE NATION 

 

02/04/18 Guests: Kris Van Cleave, CBS News Transportation Correspondent (1); Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (2); 

Michael Morell, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), CBS News Senior National Security 

Contributor (3); Victoria Nuland, former Assistant secretary of State, Center for a New American Security (3); Fran 

Townsend, CBS News Senior National Security Analysist, former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush 

(3); Molly Ball Time magazine (4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (4); Julie Pace, Associated Press (AP) (4); 

Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (4); Steve Coll, The New Yorker, Columbia Graduate 

School of Journalism (5) 

Guest Moderator: Margaret Brennan, CBS News White House Correspondent, CBS News Senior Foreign Affairs 

Correspondent 

1) a report on the overnight collision between an Amtrak passenger train and a CSX freight train just outside of 

Columbia, SC 

2) Topics include: impact of the memo written by Republicans on the House Intelligence Committee on the Russia 

probe / Representative Gowdy’s position on the credibility of the FBI / former FBI Deputy Director Andy McCabe / 

FBI Director Chris Wray / Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein / Mr. Gowdy’s response to critics of the memo 

and its release / Steele dossier / FISA surveillance warrant / belief that Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein should 

not be fired / criticism from Democrats / support for Robert Mueller / House Intelligence Committee Chairman 

Devin Nunes’ claim  of a second memo planned for release on the State Department; Representative Gowdy’s 

announcement of his retirement from Congress 

3) Topics include: domestic and global impact of the memo’s release / Steele dossier / agreement with Republican 

Senator John McCain that the memo’s release only serves Russian President Vladimir Putin’s interest / U.S. failure 

to deter Mr. Putin / Trump administration policy on Russia 

4) Topics include: President Trump’s State of the Union address / impact of the memo’s release on the Republican’s 

message; question of another government shutdown / fate of the Dreamers / Trump administration’s immigration 

policy; President’s lack of action on Russian sanctions; Vice President Mike Pence’s criticism of Democratic Senator 

Joe Manchin / high number of Republicans departing from Congress / energy in the Democratic Party 

5) an interview with Mr. Coll on his book, relations with Pakistan, and the ongoing war in Afghanistan 

 

02/11/18 Guests: Mick Mulvaney, White House Budget Director, Trump administration (1); Senator Rand Paul (2); 

Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (3); 

Representative Mark Meadows (R-NC), Chairman, House Freedom Caucus (4); Susan Glasser, Politico (5); Susan 

Davis, National Public Radio (NPR) (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (5); Peter Beinart, The Atlantic, CNN 

Political Commentator (5); Joseph Califano Jr., author, “Our Damaged Democracy: We the People Must Act”, CBS 

Board of Directors (6)  

Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 

1) Topics include: White House response to the question of domestic abuse after the resignations of Rob Porter and 

David Sorenson / Chief of Staff John Kelly; the budget / funding the Defense Department; Consumer Financial 

Protection Board’s investigation into Equifax / defining consumer protection under Mr. Mulvaney’s leadership 

2) Topics include: Senator Paul’s objection to the spending agreement, which caused a brief government shutdown / 

military spending / criticism of the time and money spent in Afghanistan / need to combine tax cuts with spending 

cuts; Chief of Staff John Kelly / White House message on domestic violence 

3) Topics include: President Trump’s decision not to release the memo from the Democrats on the House 

Intelligence Committee / criticism of the Republican memo / Chairman Devin Nunes’ behavior / memo criticizing 

the FBI from Republican Senators Charles Grassley and Lindsey Graham / response to questions that the FBI 

mishandled the Carter Page surveillance warrant / belief that the Republicans are trying to put the FBI and Robert 

Mueller’s investigation on trial 

4) Topics include: Representative Meadows’ opposition to last week’s budget agreement / criticism of the 

Republican leadership; praise for Chief of Staff John Kelly; Goodlatte immigration bill 

5) Topics include: North Korea’s “propaganda coup” at the Olympics / South Korea’s skepticism about the Trump 

administration; the President’s handling of sexual assault allegations against Rob Porter and the “Me Too” 

movement / Chief of Staff John Kelly / Rob Porter’s lack of a security clearance; bipartisan agreement on the budget 

/ defense spending / rise of Chinese influence and power 

6) Topics include: examples of how American democracy is damaged; the opioid epidemic 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

02/18/18 Guests: Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (1); Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) (2); Senator Tim Scott (R-SC) (3); 

Representative Ed Royce (R-CA) (4) (6); Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) (4) (6); Representative Charlie Dent (R-PA) (4) 

(6); Representative Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL) (4) (6); John Podesta, former Chairman, Clinton Campaign (5); 

students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, FL: Emma Gonzalez, Cameron Kasky, David 

Hogg, Alex Wind, Jacqueline Coren (7) 

Guest Moderator: Nancy Cordes, CBS News Chief Congressional Correspondent 

1) Topics include: response to the Stoneman Douglas High School students who argue that politicians who take 

money from the NRA “have blood on their hands” / need to look at who is pulling the trigger / support for a ban on 

bump stocks; Friday’s announcement of the indictment of 13 Russians for meddling in the election / blame on the 

media for the lack of coverage related to Russia’s attempts to meddle in the 2016 election 

2) Topics include: takeaway from Friday’s indictments by Robert Mueller / belief that Russian interference did 

impact the outcome of the election / Senator Coons’ bipartisan legislation to protect Special Counsel Robert Mueller 

/ criticism of President Trump for not imposing new sanctions; recent mass shooting at the high school in Parkland, 

FL / Congress’ inaction regarding legislation to curb gun violence 

3) Topics include: Senator Scott’s continued support for fixing the system for background checks when purchasing a 

firearm / reaction to President Trump’s tweet criticizing the FBI and linking the time spent on the Russia 

investigation with the deaths in Florida; opinion that Russia did meddle, but that it was not effective 

4) a discussion on the White House’s handling of abuse allegations against former Staff Secretary Rob Porter 

5) Topics include: indictments of 13 Russians for election meddling / impact of the meddling on the election / 

President Trump’s reaction to the Mueller investigation / lack of preemptive action from the White House to try to 

protect the 2018 election; the “Me Too” movement on former President Bill Clinton’s role in the midterm elections 

6) Topics include: reasons behind the record number of Republicans’ decision not to run for reelection / dismay at 

the changes in the Republican Party / impact of the President on the Republican Party 

7) an interview with five students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland Florida, site of the 

recent mass shooting, on their plans to march on Washington and change the political dynamic 

 

02/25/18 Guests: Omar Villafranca, CBS News Correspondent (1); Representative Ted Deutch (D-FL) (2); Representative 

Brian Mast (R-FL) (2); Michele Gay, Safe and Sound Schools (3); Andy Parker, father of Alison Parker (3); Nicole 

Hockley, Sandy Hook Promise (3); Austin Eubanks, Columbine survivor (3); Chief John Mina, Orlando, FL Police 

Department (3); Governor Asa Hutchinson (R-AR) (4); Ambassador Frederic Hof, former Special Envoy to Syria, 

Atlantic Council (5); Reihan Salam, National Review (6); Rachael Bade, Politico (6); David Nakamura, The 

Washington Post (6); Shawna Thomas, Vice News (6) 

Moderator: Margaret Brennan 

1) Topics include: a report from Parkland, Florida on the latest in the investigation into how federal and local 

authorities handled the Nikolas Cruz case both before and after the shooting 

2) Topics include: how federal and local authorities handled the Cruz case both before and after the shooting / 

Representative Mast’s new support for an AR-15 ban and an increase in the age limit for gun purchases / reaction to 

the suggestion of training and arming teachers 

3) Topics include: energy and drive exhibited by the Parkland, FL student activists and how it is inspiring members 

of the panel / need to focus activism at the local, state, and federal levels / Mr. Parker’s opinion that the Republican 

Party is the party of the NRA / Mr. Eubanks’ desire for a federal ban on high-capacity magazines and assault 

weapons / missed red flags regarding the Parkland shooter / proposal to arm teachers / Sandy Hook Promise / 

backlash activists and survivors face from “hoaxers” / President Trump’s listening session 

4) Topics include: desire for the safety and security response to school shootings to be at the state level / arming 

school teachers or staff / news that an armed school resource officer at the Parkland school did not enter the building 

5) Topics include: situation in Eastern Ghouta, site of this week’s devastating bombing campaign by President 

Bashar al-Assad’s government forces / President Assad’s calculated strategy of testing the limits of President Trump 

/ Trump administration’s attempt to work with Russian President Vladimir Putin 

6) Topics include: possible gun control measures / student activism / President Trump’s proposal to arm teachers; 

DACA’s March 5th deadline; White House security clearances / concerns over national security 
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60 MINUTES 

 

02/04/18 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “On The 60 MINUTES Menu” 

 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “On The 60 MINUTES Menu” 

 “Chief of Chobani” - an interview / profile of Hamdi Ulukaya, a 1994 Turkish immigrant to the U.S.  He created 

Chobani, now America’s best-selling Greek yogurt.  His business has led to his philanthropic efforts aimed at helping 

refugees in Europe and the Middle East, in addition to helping them thrive in America by hiring them in his plants. 

Also includes comments by Chobani employees Rich Lake, Maria Wilcox, and Frank Price; Frank and Betsey Baio, 

pizzeria owners, New Berlin, New York; and Butch Otter, Governor of Idaho. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Oriana Zill de 

Granados, Michael Rey) (OAD: 04/09/17; 1st Rebroadcast:  06/04/17, includes an update – both on 60 MINUTES.) 

 “The Rum War” - a report on the controversy between two companies over who owns the rights to sell Havana 

Club Rum, the Cuban liquor, under that famous  brand name.  Includes interviews with: Alejandro Bolivar, head 

bartender, El Floridita, Havana, Cuba; Jerome Cottin-Bizonne, employee, Pernod Ricard; Asbel Morales, rum-maker 

for Pernod Ricard (through translator); Rick Wilson, executive, Backward; Ampere Arechabala, whose family 

owned the original Havana Club Rum recipe and sold it to Backward after their 1959 forced exile from Cuba; 

Ernesto Iznaga, manager, Sloppy Joe’s bar, Havana. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Rome Hartman) (OAD: 01/01/17 on 60 

MINUTES) 

 “The Restaurateur” – a profile of the pioneering restaurateur Danny Meyer, head of Union Square Hospitality 

Group, which includes the fine-dining establishment Union Square Cafe and the fast-casual chain Shake Shack. 

Meyer discusses fast-casual dining, which it ushered in part by his burger chain Shake Shack; the Union Square Cafe 

Group's commitment to hospitality; and the elimination of tipping at his restaurants. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Ruth 

Streeter, Kaylee Tully) (OAD: 10/08/17 on 60 MINUTES) 

 

02/11/18 "Showdown” - a report on the "concealed-carry reciprocity act," a bill that would allow Americans licensed to carry 

concealed firearms to transport them legally across state lines. Includes interviews with: Tim Schmidt, 

president/founder of U.S. Concealed Carry Association; Robyn Thomas, executive director, Giffords Law Center to 

Prevent Gun Violence; Representative Richard Hudson (R-NC); Scott Yarbro, gun owner; Cyrus Vance, Manhattan 

District Attorney; and James O'Neill, NYC Police Commissioner. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis, Vanessa 

Fica) 

 “Olympic Cheating” - an interview with Grigory Rodchenkov, the mastermind behind the Russian doping scandal at 

the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. To help the country win at any cost, Rodchenkov formulated an illicit 

performance-enhancing prescription for athletes, and with the aid of an FSB (Russian intelligence service) agent 

even eluded the World Anti-Doping agency by tampering with urine samples. Rodchenkov was the subject of the 

documentary Icarus, in which the director helps him escape to the US and become a whistleblower. Includes an 

interview with: Sam Waldon, attorney. (See also: “Cheated”, OAD: 06/07/16 on 60 MINUTES SPORTS / 

SHOWTIME; and “Russia’s Dark Secret”, OAD: 05/08/16) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael 

Morehouse) 

 “Senator Gillibrand” - an interview with Kristin Gillibrand, New York’s junior U.S. Democratic Senator who has 

been a vocal critic of sexual assault and harassment in politics and a supporter of the greater “#MeToo” movement 

against sexual misconduct. Includes an interview with: Polly Noonan, Gillibrand's mother. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: 

Howard L. Rosenberg, Julie Holstein) 

60 MINUTES Moment: 1996 – "Jeffrey Wigand, Ph.D." (OAD: 02/04/96) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

02/18/18 “Secretary Tillerson” - an interview with Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. Topics include: North Korean 

diplomacy; his Texas upbringing; Syrian chemical attacks; his dealings with Russian President Vladimir Putin; and 

policy argument wins and losses with President Trump. (C: Margaret Brennan – P: Andy Court, Evie Salomon, Kylie 

Atwood) 

 “Divided” - an update on the focus group of 14 voters from Grand Rapids, Michigan who voted in the 2016 

Presidential election and were featured in the segment “Divided”, OAD: 09/24/17. The voters remains politically 

divided, but have developed a close friendship fostered by regular social media conversation about politics. Among 

the topics discussed are: President Trump’s reported use of a profanity to describe Haiti, El Salvador, and African 

countries; the President’s temperament and stability; taxes, #MeToo movement; and how people with such 

contradictory beliefs can remain close friends. Also includes comments by Frank Luntz, the CBS News contributor 

who assembled the group. Of the 14 members, 9 were explicitly named: Lauren Taylor; Wesley Watson; Tom 

Nemcek; Laura Ansara; Matt Widenhoeft; Jennifer Allard; Daniel Skidmore; Maggie Ryan; Jeff Vanderwerff. (See 

also: “Divided”, OAD: 09/24/17) (C: Oprah Winfrey – P: Tanya Simon, Graham Messick, Magalie Laguerre-

Wilkinson, Jack Weingart) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 60 MINUTES Moment: 1990 – “Chernobyl” (OAD: 02/18/90) 

 

02/25/18 "War Crime" - a report on the sarin gas attack on Syrian civilians by President Bashar al-Assad on April 4th, 2017 

in the small town of Khan Shaykhun, including rare previously unseen video footage of the horrific deaths. The U.S. 

fired missiles into a Syrian air base in response, which led the Syrians to drop a chlorine bomb. Both of sarin and 

chlorine are banned chemical weapons, supposedly destroyed years ago. Includes interviews with: Edmond Mulet, 

former lead investigator of chemical attacks in Syria for the United Nations and Organisation for the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons; Mustafa al-Haj Youself, volunteer White Helmet; Dr. Abdulhai Tennari, Syrian hospital doctor; 

Dr. Mamoun Morad, Syrian hospital doctor; Mohammad Kayal, volunteer, White Helmet; and Abu Hassan and his 

wife Hu Hassan, refugees affected by the attack. (See also: “The White Helmets”, OAD: 12/18/16; and "The 

Wounds of War", OAD: 11/26/17) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young, Katie Kerbstat) 

"JR" - an interview with the French artist known as JR, famous for pasting large-scale photographs of ordinary 

people in public places. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Magalie-Laguerre Wilkinson) 

"Jennifer Lawrence" - an interview with the young Oscar winning actor on the eve of the release of her new film 

“Red Sparrow”, which includes her first nude scene. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully) 

  60 MINUTES Moment: 1999 - "Roberto Benigni" (OAD: 02/28/99) 
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48 HOURS 

 

02/03/18 48 HOURS: “A Brother’s Mission” (9:00 – 10:00p) – An updated rebroadcast on the 2007 death of Karl Hoerig, a 

decorated military pilot from Ohio and his brother’s mission to track down and bring to justice the accused killer -- 

Claudia Sobral Hoerig, Karl’s second wife. Karl was found shot dead in his Ohio home after failing to show up for 

reserve duty. His family and friends immediately suspected Claudia, who had also vanished. Karl and Claudia’s joint 

back accounts had been emptied and she had returned to her home country of Brazil. One month later, Claudia 

Sobral was charged in absentia with aggravated murder. However, Brazilian law prevents Brazilian citizen from 

being extradited.  One of the many questions being raised in this ground-breaking judicial case, is that since Claudia 

was also an American citizen and had renounced her Brazilian citizenship, is she still protected from extradition 

under Brazilian law? She fought back, winning many rulings. But in 2016, the Brazilian Supreme Court ruled against 

her and she is now in prison. Paul Hoerig traveled to Brazil to press U.S. authorities and Brazil to expedite the 

matter. Three weeks after he got home, the Supreme Court of Brazil officially closed the case: Claudia can be 

extradited. The last step: the Brazilian President has to issue the order to put Claudia on a plane. For the first time in 

a decade, the family feels hopeful that Claudia will be returned to the United States to stand trial. Original 11/25/17 

on-screen text graphic: There is no timetable for the President of Brazil to rule on Claudia Sobral’s extradition. 

Claudia Sobral will remain in jail until she is extradited, or tried for Karl Hoerig’s murder in Brazil. UPDATE for 

the 02/03/18 rebroadcast: Once the Brazilian president made his ruling, the case heated up. Seventeen days ago, 

Claudia was released to the U.S. Marshalls. She was flown back to Ohio from Brazil, where she appeared in court for 

arraignment.  Bail has been set at $10 million. The Hoerig family sees the end of the road ahead for this case. On-

screen text graphic for the 02/03/18 updated rebroadcast: Claudia Hoerig has been assigned a public defender. 

Claudia Hoerig is expected to go on trial in about a year. Interviewed: Ed Hoerig, Paul Hoerig ,Eva Snowden (Karl’s 

father, brother and daughter); Rhonda Sharpe (Karl’s first wife); Gary Dodge, Chris Swegan, Casey Keibler (Karl’s 

friends); Richard Sliter (gun instructor); Dennis Watkins (Trumbell County prosecuting attorney); Rep. John 

Boccieri (D-OH); Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH); Daniel Majzoug (Brazilian attorney); Deuselita Pereira Martins (Prison 

Warden - through translator); Renata Varandas (Brazilian journalist); and Mark Pannell (U.S. Embassy spokesman). 

(C: Erin Moriarty – P: Alec Sirken, Judy Rybak, Lisa Freed, Josh Yager) (OAD: 11/25/17) 

 

02/03/18 48 HOURS: “Natalie Wood: Death in Dark Water” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a followup report about the unexplained 

drowning death of Hollywood star Natalie Wood nearly four decades ago. County sheriff’s investigators speak for 

the first time and tell 48 HOURS that her then-husband, actor Robert Wagner, is now a person of interest; the 

investigators want to speak with Wagner about the circumstances surrounding her death that night in 1981. Wood 

drowned off the coast of Catalina Island in California in November 1981 after she went missing from the Splendour, 

her family’s yacht. Also aboard that night were Captain Dennis Davern, and actor Christopher Walken. The next day, 

Wood was found floating in the water wearing a red down jacket and flannel nightgown. After a two-week 

investigation, the death was ruled an accident. In 2011, as detailed in “Natalie Wood’s Fatal Voyage” (OAD: 

11/19/11), the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department reopened the death investigation. In 2012, the Los Angeles 

Coroner’s Office amended the death certificate from an “accidental drowning” to “drowning and other undetermined 

factors.” Now, six years after that investigation 48 HOURS talks with the investigators about new witnesses, new 

evidence and new theories as to what happened that night. Rumors of foul play have long surrounded Wood’s 

mysterious death. At first, the three men aboard the boat told detectives that Wood, took off in a dinghy and went 

ashore. Over time, however, Wagner and Davern’s accounts have shifted, raising a red flag to the investigators. 

Investigators also say Wagner has refused to speak with them since the case was re-opened. Investigators today note 

the autopsy report indicates there were a number of bruises that appeared to be fresh on Wood’s body. The latest 

information is detailed through interviews with the detectives, and Natalie Wood’s sister, Lana Wood. Also included 

are archival interviews with Robert Wagner and Captain Dennis Davern. On-screen text graphic: 48 HOURS’ 

requests to interview Robert Wagner and Christopher Walken were declined. The Splendour is currently up for sale. 

Interviewed: John Corina (LA County Sheriff’s Office); Detective Ralph Hernandez; Lana Wood (sister); Sam 

Kashner (Vanity Fair contributing editor); Matt Crowley (close family friend); Duane Rasure (original detective); 

and Thomas Noguchi (coroner). (See also: 48 HOURS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: “Vanity Fair: Hollywood 

Scandal”, OAD: 11/19/11; Rebroadcast: 09/15/12) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Liza Finley, Ryan N. Smith, Judy Rybak, 

Alec Sirken) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

02/10/18 48 HOURS: “Paradise Lost” - an updated report on the investigation into the 2010 shooting death of Wall Street 

millionaire John Bender, who was killed in his exotic home in Costa Rica. His wife, Ann, is charged with the crime, 

but she claims innocence. After making a $100 million fortune on Wall Street, the Benders bought land in Costa 

Rica where they built a nature preserve, along with an elaborate, four-story hilltop home with no walls or windows as 

the centerpiece. The couple seemed to have everything; but both suffered from severe depression, became isolated, 

and were not entirely welcomed by the locals. On January 8, 2010, John Bender died from a bullet wound to the 

back of the head. Ann Bender says her husband was trying to kill himself. Nineteen months after the shooting, Ann 

Bender was charged with murder. At trial, Ann was found not guilty of murder; but in Costa Rica, there is no double 

jeopardy rule and Ann was brought up on the same charges again and this time was found guilty. 48 HOURS brought 

in the world-famous independent forensic team of Richard and Selma Eikelenboom, who, after examining evidence, 

say there were problems with the conclusion drawn by the prosecution. Today, Ann Bender is in prison continuing to 

fight for her innocence. Original on screen text graphic: The Bender gems, worth an estimated $20 million, were 

confiscated by the Costa Rican authorities. 07/25/15 EPILOGUE:  Last February, nine months after Ann Bender was 

convicted, an appeals court overturned that decision. Its finding was that the prosecution’s evidence was insufficient 

proof of murder. Ann was released. The court has ordered a third trial. Her boyfriend died while she was in prison. 

She must remain in Costa Rica, pending her next trial. On-screen text graphic for the 07/25/15 rebroadcast: The trial 

is scheduled to begin next month. Ann Bender has moved into a new home on the East Coast. She has put the 

Boracayan property up for sale. Just last summer, she got her multimillion-dollar gem collection back. 02/10/18 

UPDATE: After six months, the third trial began. Two lawyers from the United Kingdom and two from the United 

States joined her legal team. In an unusual move, they also hired the Eikelenbooms for the defense team. After ten 

years and three trials, Ann Bender hears the words “not guilty” from the jury. Taking no chances, she flew home to 

the U.S. with no intention of going back to Costa Rica. Months later, the court announces its intention for a fourth 

trial. Legal experts say that they would be surprised to see the United States extradite Ann Bender. On-screen text 

graphic for the 02/10/18 updated rebroadcast: Ann Bender has moved into a new home on the East Coast. She 

has put the Boracayan property up for sale. Just last summer, she got her multimillion-dollar gem collection back. 

Interviewed: Ann Bender; John Bender’s friend Pete DeLisi; CBS News consultant/reporter Ned Zeman; prosecutor 

Edgar Ramirez; Ann’s psychiatrist Dr. Carlos Lizano; Bender friend, Paul Meyer; Bender Trust administrator Juan 

Alverez; Ann’s current boyfriend Greg Fischer; Ann’s attorney Fabio Oconitrillo; security guard Oswaldo Aguilar; 

forensic experts Richard and Selma Eikelenboom. (C: Susan Spencer – P: Joshua Yager, Doug Longhini, Ana Real, 

Shoshanah Wolfson, Tamara Weitzman) (OAD: 09/27/14; 1st Rebroadcast: 07/25/15) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

02/17/18 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Rodney Alcala: The Killing Game” – an updated report on the criminal justice 

system’s 50-year pursuit of serial killer Rodney James Alcala. From his 1968 abduction, rape and attempted murder 

of 8-year old Tali Shapiro in Los Angeles; to his 2010 conviction -- with the help of advances in DNA technology -- 

for the kidnapping, rape and murder of five California women; and to the subsequent discovery of other murders 

attributed to Alcala in New York and Wyoming. Although he had been initially apprehended in New York in 1971, 

the California prosecution at that time had no choice but to enter into a plea agreement with Alcala. He pleaded 

guilty to a lesser charge of child molestation and was ultimately convicted -- but released by a parole board after 

thirty-four months in prison.  In 1979, he was arrested for the murder of Robin Samson.  Police had discovered a 

storage facility he had rented in Seattle, which contained photographs he had taken of more than one hundred young 

women, including photos which placed him near the scene of Robin Samson’s abduction. He was convicted, and 

sentenced to death.  In 1984, the California State Supreme Court then ruled that he had not received a fair trial. He 

was tried and convicted a second time...and again the verdict was overturned.  In 2003, DNA technology enabled 

Los Angeles Deputy District Attorney Gina Satriano to link Alcala to three other unsolved murders: Jill Barcomb, 

Georgia Wixted, and Charlotte Lamb. Evidence also linked Alcala to the 1979 murder of another Los Angeles 

woman, Jill Parenteau.  In January 2010, Alcala went on trial for all of these murders -- and was found guilty and 

sentenced to death. In 2012, Alcala was sent to New York to face justice for two cold cases from the 1970s that had 

recently been solved: the 1971 murder of Cornelia Michael Crilley and the 1977 killing of Ellen Hover. He pleaded 

guilty to both. He was sentenced to two concurrent prison terms and returned to California. Meanwhile, Kathy 

Thornton had spent 39 years trying to find her sister, Christine, who went missing after a trip out west with her 

boyfriend. Her son urged her to examine the 48 HOURS website with the images of Alcala’s unidentified photos of 

women. She recognized her sister in one. After entering her DNA into a database of missing persons, Kathy found 

out that her sister was a murder victim -- Christine had the misfortune of taking a motorcycle trip with Alcala. 

Detectives met with Alcala and after his statement to them, he was subsequently charged with first-degree murder. 

Includes interviews with: Chris Camacho, Los Angeles police officer; Matt Murphy, deputy District Attorney, 

Orange County, CA; Steve Hodel, detective; Bridget Wilvurt, friend of Robin Samson; Marianne Connelly, mother 

of Robin Samson; Robert and Tim Samson, brothers of Robin Samson; Pat Ellis, Detective; Tali Shapiro, victim of 

Alcala. New interviews for the 02/17/18 updated broadcast: Steve Bracini (former cold case detective, NYPD); 

Leon Bornstein (roommate of Cornelia Crilley); Melissa Mourges (Manhattan Prosecutor); Martha Bashford 

(Manhattan Prosecutor); Anita Feinberg (friend of Ellen Hover); Mary Ellen O’Toole (former FBI Profiler); DeDee 

Parenteau (sister of victim); Cyrus Vance (Manhattan DA); Jeff Sheaman (Wyoming detective); Daniel Errasmoupe 

(County Prosecutor); Joe Tomich (Detective, Sweetwater County, Wyoming); Kathy Thornton (sister of victim). 

Original on-screen text graphic: Investigators want the public’s help in identifying people in Rodney Alcala’s 

photographs. Visit the 48 HOURS MYSTERY page on cbsnews.com. No on-screen text graphic for 02/16/18 

updated broadcast. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Gayane Keshishyan Mendez, Tom Seligson. Correspondents for the 

09/25/10 broadcast: Harold Dow; Jay Dow, WCBS-TV Correspondent and CBS News contributor – Producer for 

the 09/25/10 broadcast: Gayane Keshishyan) (OAD: 09/25/10 as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Killing Game”) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

02/24/18 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Family” (9:00-10:00p) and “The Family…A Cult Revealed” (10:00-11:00p) – a 

two-part report on “The Family,” a cult that began in Australia and later moved to New York. Includes allegations of 

stolen children, drugs, and abuse and a portrait of its leader, Anne Hamilton-Byrne, who claimed to be the second 

coming of Christ. This is the story of a woman’s attempt to build a perfect race through a collection of 28 children, 

who each had their hair bleached, were home-schooled on an isolated property, and were injected with LSD as part 

on an initiation ritual. The children of the cult, now adults, tell their harrowing stories of the treatment they received 

from loyal cult members, referred to as “Aunties”. It is also the story of Detective Lex De Man who spent years 

trying to stop Anne Hamilton-Byrne, finally succeeding with the help of the FBI in the United States. Includes: (1) 

“The Family” – Yoga teacher Anne Hamilton-Byrne formed The Family in 1963. It was an apocalyptic cult with 

about 500 followers and more than 28 children. Some members willingly gave their children to her, others came 

from unwed mothers who were tricked into signing over their newborns to be raised by the cult, helped by members 

of The Family who were doctors and nurses at a nearby hospital. Many had no idea who their real parents were.  In 

1977, after years of rumors and speculation, police stormed a rural property and rescued seven children. The 

“Aunties” only faced charges of welfare fraud, while Anne Hamilton-Byrne and her husband Bill Byrne fled the 

country and for years, their whereabouts were unknown to the authorities in Australia. (2) “The Family…A Cult 

Revealed” - finding Anne Hamilton-Byrne became the obsession of Melbourne detective Lex de Man. He received a 

break in the case when Anne called one of the cult children from the United States. In New York, he enlisted the help 

of FBI, who would track her down to a farmhouse in the Catskills, and de Man personally escorted the couple back 

to Australia. Prosecutors ended up charging Hamilton-Byrne with conspiracy to make a false statement. Neither she 

nor her husband would spend one day in prison; they would each pay a fine of $5000. Authorities decided not to 

pursue any other charges. A couple of a dozen true believers stayed loyal. Hamilton-Byrne disappeared from the 

public until 2009, when she resurfaced on 60 MINUTES Australia where she denied any abuse. Anne Hamilton-

Byrne is 95-years-old and is living in a nursing home in Melbourne suffering from dementia. On-screen text 

graphic: True believer Michael Stevenson-Helmer visits Anne every day. There is no designated successor to take 

over The Family from Anne. Interviewed: (all appear in  hours 1&2 unless noted): Lex De Man (former detective, 

Victoria Police Department, Melbourne, Australia); Adam Lancaster, Dave Whitaker, Sarah Moore, Anouree 

Treena-Byrne, Ben Shenton, Rebecca (granddaughter of Anne-Hamilton-Bryne) (children of “The Family”);  Steve 

Eichel (psychologist/cult expert); Michael Steenson-Helmer, Fran Parker (members of “The Family”); Phillippe de 

Montagnie (investigative journalist); Marie Mohn (journalist); Hilda Kogut (FBI Agent) (2); Joan Bridges (follower 

of celebrity guru Swami Muktananda) (2) (C: Peter Van Sant – Sr. P: Rosie Jones, Anna Grieve; P: Clare Friedland, 

Kat Teurfs) (OAD: 04/29/17 as 48 HOURS: “The Family” (9:00-10:00p) and “The Family…A Cult Revealed” 

(10:00-11:00p)) 
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